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NEW

PRESIDENT
of KCM Appointed

On July 1, 2006, Tim Hashimoto took over the reins of Kawasaki Construction Machinery
Corp. of America (KCM). His predecessor, Steve Hanafusa, has been promoted to the
position of General Manager of Kawasaki Heavy Industries' Construction Machinery
Business Center, which is located near the company's Banshu factory in Kobe, Japan.
“My goal as president is to achieve
improved share by building customer
satisfaction through quality products
and support,” stated Hashimoto.

extensively, meeting with end-users and
evaluating Kawasaki's ability to meet the
expectations of demanding end-user
applications and environments.

With a background in quality assurance,
engineering, and manufacturing, Mr.
Hashimoto is uniquely qualified to helm
KCM at this exciting time in the life of
Kawasaki in the Americas. Joining
Kawasaki's Construction Machinery
Division in 1983, he has been a product
support engineer, a design engineer (axle
and transmission components), chief
engineer for the ZV Series, and Vice
President of KCM's factory in Newnan,
Georgia. The factory is Kawasaki's only
wheel loader manufacturing plant located
outside of Japan.

“In the future, not only will performance
and productivity play important factors
in product design and end-user requirements, safety and environmental issues
will as well. The new ZV-2s begin to
address these additional factors with
the adoption of Tier III engines and new
features designed by Kawasaki such as
the ELS (Efficient Loading System), the
MODM (Machine Operation/Diagnostic
Module), the Idle Management System,
and additional operator-controlled options.”

The appointment comes just before
Kawasaki rolls out the highly anticipated ZV-2 Series of wheel loaders. Mr.
Hashimoto also served as chief engineer
for the new Dash 2s before transferring
to the KCM factory in Georgia.
“When I came to the KCM factory,
my goal was to produce high quality,
reasonably priced wheel loaders on a
schedule that dealers and customers

Tim Hashimoto, President KCM

could count on. This should be the basic
obligation of every manufacturer to its
customers. And I worked hard with the
sales and product support staff to quickly
troubleshoot any customer concerns.
“Our business philosophy is to be customer and dealer oriented. We are not
Cat® or Volvo or Deere. We want to
grow Kawasaki through customer
satisfaction. The best way we can do
that is by taking quick and flexible action
to create the best possible product and
by responding to customer feedback.”
In his role of VP of KCM's Newnan
facility, Mr. Hashimoto traveled

KCM focuses exclusively on wheel
loaders, marketing them in North
America since 1978 through a growing
network of independent dealers. The
product line covers wheel loaders from
1.7 to 13 cubic yards. KCM offers
outstanding parts availability from their
Kennesaw, Georgia warehouse as well
as a component rebuild facility for
powertrain and hydraulic components.
KCM is backed by one of the largest
heavy industry manufacturers in the
world — Kawasaki Heavy Industries.
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was absolutely amazed at the balance, visibility,
“ Ipower,
and control. The more we grew, the more
”
Kawasaki loaders we ordered.
— Peter Price, Managing Member, Spirit Underground
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PIRIT

MOVES...
N

aysayers predicted they would
fold in six months. Others
thought they were just plain crazy. But
in its fledgling three years of existence,
Spirit Underground has roared out of
the Nevada desert and shredded many
preconceptions on how construction
companies should be started and run.
“Many of us hadn’t worked together
before, but we knew each other or
knew of each other,” explains Managing
Member Peter Price. “And we all had
a serious dream about forming our
own special company. Then, a business
opportunity came along. A private
investor saw our potential, understood
our vision, and enabled us to pursue that
opportunity.” Spirit Underground, L.L.C.
was born.
Spirit started with three employees —
they now have almost 400. Equally remarkable is the fact that each year they
double the previous year’s business. By
year’s end 2006, they expect to reach
$80 million.

Although Spirit’s headquarters are in
Las Vegas, they also have operations in
Arizona and New Mexico, with developers
like KB Home and Empire Companies
calling upon their services. The company
specializes in all kinds of underground
utilities — both wet and dry — as well
as street lights and large traffic control
systems. They are also beginning to take
on mass excavation projects.
Managing members not only fulfill typical
management roles, they constantly check
the temper of the company, seeing where
improvements can be made. Then they
initiate learning programs to enable
everyone to grow. By encouraging every
member of the Spirit family to trust each
other enough to admit mistakes, as well
as to stand together through good times
and bad, a remarkable esprit de corps
unifies the entire company.
Given their short yet explosive growth,
there certainly have been growing pains,
even at the top. Case in point, the change
to Kawasaki wheel loaders.
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“I was pigheaded and thought Cat® and
then Volvo were the way to go,” recalls
Price with a shake of the head. “Six
months into the Cats we realized we had
trouble. I then switched to Volvo.”
Mac Robinson of APCO Equipment, the
area Kawasaki dealer, takes up the story.
“Someone I knew came to work for
Spirit. He kept putting in a good word for
us even though they weren’t interested
in Kawasaki one bit. But finally I got the
opportunity to bring one out when one
of their Volvos was idled waiting for
parts. I said they could use it till they
got the Volvo fixed. I never got it back!”
“So we bought several for the dry side of
the business,” continues Peter. “But I still
wasn’t convinced until I had the chance
to run one myself. I’m an avid BMXer
and took one out to my track to do some
work. I was absolutely amazed at the
balance, visibility, power, and control.
The more we grew, the more Kawasaki
loaders we ordered.

Although specializing in all kinds of
underground utility work, Spirit is
beginning to branch out into earthmoving.
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Spirit owns nine 90ZVs, like this one doing dirt work at Granite Ridge, a new subdivision
in Las Vegas. They run a total of 27 Kawasaki wheel loaders.

“Today, we get virtually every piece of
our equipment from APCO, not just
wheel loaders. The relationship started
out small, but it is so incredible right
now that we often say APCO is absolutely
central to our success.”

lease purchase. A recent study done on
the fleet stationed in Arizona showed the
machines have been working 10 hours
a day, five to six days a week in the
brutal summer heat and dust, with
scarcely a glitch.

At last count, Spirit is running 27
Kawasaki loaders, ranging in size from
the 70ZV to the 95ZV. Ten of those are

“The equipment speaks for itself,” says
Fleet Manager Marc Bottari. “There is
remarkably little downtime. And APCO

is like my right hand. Their mechanics
are my second string that I can always
go to in crunch time. There’s a lot to be
said for that.”
“Availability and efficient equipment
utilization are key,” says Price, “because
our world is productivity. Our advantages
are our people and our equipment. We
have to take them and make them shine.
We strive to excel in both production
and quality. It takes a lot of hard work
to meet schedules, commit to pricing,
and hold the line when prices go up so
we don’t nickel and dime our developers.
The equipment has to be on-time,
productive, and efficient.”
Even with Vegas in a seemingly permanent boom mode, good times can’t
always fix errors in judgment. Although
Spirit took off like a rocket, meeting the
needs of a growing company — its
employees, its financial demands, its
future — can be overwhelming.

“They say that what doesn’t kill you
makes you stronger,” says Price. “That
is certainly true here. We decided we
wanted to be a different kind of company,
especially since there is a spiritual side
to our founding vision. Have we been
perfect? No. Are we striving to get there?
Every day, with every ounce of energy.
We’ve had hiccups. But we’re attracting

a lot of talented young people. Smart is a
magnet, as are good people. We’re trying
to build our strength from the inside with
the young guys. They will be so
important to our growth.
“I love the challenge of the unknown —
whether it is a skill I want to learn or
a kind of job we’ve not bid on before.
And I’ve discovered I have a great hunger
for knowledge. I want to do a better job
in leadership and encourage everyone
to do better. And I want to learn from
them too because the learning needs
to go both ways. We want Spirit to be
enjoyable and rewarding for everyone.
We want to become something that in
the next 20 or 30 years will be recognized
as an amazing company.”
Considering what’s already been
accomplished in their first three years,
that shouldn’t be a problem at all.

Besides the low downtime, Spirit finds the
great fuel economy of Kawasaki loaders very
helpful in holding production costs down.

Spirit Underground is serviced by APCO
Equipment, North Las Vegas, Nevada.

and efficient equipment utilization
“ Availability
are key. Because our world is productivity.
”
— Peter Price, Managing Member,
Spirit Underground
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Aces Golf Course Construction

Pinehurst is the site of more championships
than any other golf course in the country.
With eight complete courses, it is also
the largest golf resort in the world. Harris
did the site clearing and roughing out for
Courses 7 and 8, as well as rebuilding
several other Pinehurst courses, including
the famous #2.
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he Sandhills Area in Moore
County, North Carolina quite
possibly has more golf courses
per square mile than anywhere else in
the U.S. and probably the world. Ever
since the fabled Pinehurst Resort opened
its first course in 1898, golfers have
flocked to the area. Today there are
an amazing 43 courses and more than
720 holes, all within a 15-mile radius.
Hosting 1.1 million visitors a year, much
of area’s business revolves around
tourism — and golf in particular.

Kathy and Chad’s wife Erin along with
13 other employees also work at the
company. Operating out of Carthage,
North Carolina — a mere 10 miles from
Pinehurst — it wasn’t surprising when
the resort contacted the company in
1985, asking them to clear, rough sculpt,
and deliver materials for Pinehurst’s new
18-hole Course #7. After all, Harris had a
sterling reputation for providing good
clean materials in a timely manner. What
did surprise the company was the tidal
wave of work that followed.

Johnny Harris started his clay and sand
pit business in 1977. Then his sons Chad
and Justin joined him. Johnny’s wife

“People would see us working at
Pinehurst,” says Johnny Harris, “then
they’d start up their own golf course

and have us do the same thing for them.
In the early 1990s we did the Talamore
and Legacy golf courses. In the mid-90s,
we cleared and graded Pinehurst #8. We
serve about half of the golf courses in
Moore County with gravel, sand, and
fill dirt. Although we’ve done jobs as
far north as the Duke University Golf
Course in Durham, we prefer to stay in
Moore County.”
As the area’s popularity continues to rise,
clubs and resorts are building luxurious
homes along the fairways, while developers are establishing high-dollar residential areas. Once again, Harris is called
upon for the necessary materials.
“Year in and year out, we haul at least
60-80 loads of different materials a day,”
states Harris. “Builders, depending on the
quality of the soil in their development,
sometime need 100 loads a day. We have
40 acres here for our operation and we’re
in the process of permitting another 25.
We used to have five Cat® loaders. We
sold them and now we’re running two
Kawasaki 80ZVs. With the great price
that Kawasaki has, we were able to step

We’re running two
“
Kawasaki 80ZVs. With the
great price that Kawasaki
has, we were able to step up
to bigger loader with more
weight and horsepower.
— Johnny Harris, Owner,
Harris and Sons Trucking, Inc.

”

up to a bigger loader with more weight
and horsepower than a 938G but for the
same amount of money. We’ve had our
oldest for three years now and have had
no critical downtime on either of them.”
Unlike some other suppliers in the area,
there is no onsite pickup by customers.
Harris insists on delivering his materials
in his own trucks, providing a turn-key
service. This keeps contamination out
of his product, enables him to maximize
pit operations, and ensures prompt
deliveries while providing great customer service.
Although the golf course building boom
peaked in the late 1990s, and most of
what Harris provides today is materials
for builders, it’s been reported there are
still some 54 more holes left on the
drawing board. In addition to course
rebuilding jobs, should Harris be called
upon for more site clearing, well, it will
be just be par for the course.

Brothers Chad and Justin Harris pose
by one of their 80ZVs.

Harris and Sons Trucking, Inc. is
serviced by the Raleigh branch of
Interstate Equipment Company.

Harris and Sons Trucking keeps their two
80ZVs loaders on the move at their 40-acre
site. The company produces topsoil, fill dirt,
clay, and mortar sand. They generally put
about 3200 hours a year on each loader.
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he Las Vegas Motor Speedway
(LVMS) has been on the fast
track all summer long — not with
racing thrills, but with track and infield
renovations that will rev the motors
of fans and racers alike when the track
reopens September 23, 2006. Additional
renovations will be done in time for the
NASCAR Weekend in March 2007.

Improvements include construction of
new fan-friendly Neon Garage, relocation
of the pit road closer to the grandstands,
a state-of-the-art media center, and a
change from 12- to 20-degree banking
on the 1.5-mile-long superspeedway
itself. The new track design will offer
more side-by-side racing, making it one
of the most competitive tracks on the
circuit. Experts are comparing it to the
Homestead track in Florida and are
predicting many LVMS track records
will be broken.
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Las Vegas Paving Corporation was
involved in the original construction of
the racing track in 1996. Now, ten years
later, they are handling the tear out and
paving for these most recent upgrades.

place gravel. An 80ZV was used for
grading and all kinds of jobs. And a
95ZV loaded trucks that backed up the
steep slope at a 90-degree angle, then
deposited material on the new track.

“We rotomilled the asphalt down to
the base and used the chips in the
parking area,” says Joe Chapman,
project superintendent. “Then we went
up 10 feet, built the new wall, and did
the track surface. I was there when we
built it in 1996 and it was challenging
then using stakes and lasers. Ten years
later, new technologies like the robotic
GPS-based system for our blades and
paver were a great help this time, but it
was still a challenge.”

On August 8th, Kurt Busch, NASCAR’s
2004 Nextel Cup Series champion,
became the first driver to turn laps on
the new pavement and high-banked
turns. “Everything about it is right —
the transitions into the corners, the
new banking, the speed that it’s going
to generate.”

Part of the equipment mix used by
Las Vegas Paving was three Kawasaki
wheel loaders. A 65ZV was used in the
narrow area between the crash wall and
bleachers for excavation work and to

“Las Vegas is all about glitz and
glamour,” said Speedway Motorsports
Chairman Bruton Smith. “This speedway
will be as spectacular as anything on the
Las Vegas Strip when we are finished.”

Las Vegas Paving Corporation
is serviced by APCO Equipment,
North Las Vegas, Nevada.
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